
Stella Tirrell 

Stone entrance – rebuild the same way - *note-an entire pier is missing – is this entrance historic? 

Remove stone wall on right side further up walk into park ( stone to be used in entry as a match) 

Remove, sand blast and paint iron gates and rails – replace missing piece of iron rail 

Remove section of chain link fence -  back to the tree 

Install a new concrete apron – reset Stella Tirrell plaque 

Sign somewhere on Central Street side of Park- possibly adjacent to parking 

Resurface the 3 existing tennis courts for tennis, basketball and street hockey or resurface 3 tennis 

courts 

Repair the existing chain link fence around the tennis courts and replace missing section. Add new fence 

to match existing fence in between each court and include opening from outside into each court area (if 

not all tennis courts) 

Remove 2 existing benches in bad condition and replace with 4 new 

Remove existing basketball court-grade, loam and seed 

Remove existing berm around play structure-grade, loam and seed. Install mulch to define play area 

Babe Ruth Issues 

Existing parking is 18 plus 1 HP – need additional? 

Install asphalt (stone dust) driveway up to concessions building-curb cut 

Hood on backstop-all new backstop 

Remove existing team benches in bad condition and replace with new team benches (covered?) 

Remove existing bleachers in bad condition and replace with new bleachers-how much seating is 

needed? 

Batting cages 

Field work 

 

 

 



Weston Park 

Grub, pressure wash and paint wall 

Grub and pressure wash both sets of concrete stairs (to the ball field and to Franklin Street) 

Repair fence at ball field 

Clear and prune hillside to the right of the wall 

Install a slide 

 

Great Hill 

Remove existing posts and replace with an interpretive panel depicting view/harbor islands 

Clear and prune picnic area 

Power wash concrete picnic area 

Clear and weed around entire guardrail from the entrance to the picnic area and around to the water 

tower 

Clear and weed the granite curb around the island 

Clear and weed the entire chain link fence from the entrance and continue around the water tower 

Paint 2 ADA parallel parking spaces adjacent to the picnic area and accessible to the opening in the 

guardrail 

Grade loam and seed the rough area on the left side and bottom of the hillside so that it matches the 

existing hillside area 

Clear and prune additional #feet down the hillside-grade loam and side 

Clear and prune the shelf back 20 feet behind the retaining wall 

Great Esker 

Repair the fence from the corner to the group of birch trees (under the sign) 

Replace the fence from the corner to the existing gate 

Install a new chain link fence across the bottom of the existing driveway in the asphalt 

Remove the granite curb 



Define asphalt parking area with marked parking spaces including appropriate ADA marking-Clear and 

asphalt up to the new chain link fence and beyond for approximately 12 inches so that the fence is set in 

asphalt-create an asphalt bump out for pedestrian access around the gate when the gate is closed-how 

much parking? 

Clear the hillside along RT 3A from the intersection to the end of the asphalt-loam and seed affected 

areas 

 

 


